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ABSTRACT

Transverse mixing under steady conditions is studied by
introducing the mass streamline as the streamline of the mass
density vector field. No transport occurs perpendicular
thereto. The mass streamline is defined by two equations,
written preferably in a curvilinear set of coordinates con
sisting of streamlines and the trajectories perpendicular
thereto. The mass streamlines and the concentration field
are determined simultaneously by the method of finite dif
ferences. The former present a visual picture about the
mixing process. The equations derived allow the calculation
of the transverse dispersion coefficient, too, if the con
centration field is given. Two methods are described, one
resembling in nature the generalized change of momentum method,
the other allowing the determination of the variations in Db
over the plane.

To verify the methods derived for determining the con
centration field and the dispersion coefficient the results
of analytical- and numerical solutions, the calculated and
observed concentrations have been compared in different cases.
Tracer studies have been made on five different streams
(Q = 0.25 - 2000 m3s- 1 ) and data published in the literature
have also been used. The limitations of the two-dimensional
treatment have been examined finally.

Key words: streams, channels, hydraulics, diffusion,
dispersion, turbulence, water, water pollution, numerical methods.
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AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF TRANSVERSE MIXING

IN STREA}!S

by Laszlo Somlyody

INTRODUCTION

Previous work

An understanding of the concentration distribution of

pollutants discharged into the recipients, in other words

of the mixing process, is of paramount importance in solv

ing pollution control problems, in site selection of ef

fluent discharges and water diversions, tD designing fresh

water-cooled power stations, as well as in planniDg a wa

ter quality observation network.

The description of the process tDvolves the equations

of motion, continuity and transport, the correlation be

tween density and concentration, further the application o~

some kind of turbulence model. Of the latter the k- ~ model

developed by Launder and Spalding (9), their co-workers

and followers appears most promising, in which the equa

tions of turbulent kinetic energy and energy dissipation

are used for determining the eddy Viscosity coe~ficients.

In this generalized treatment at least seven partial diffe

rential equations JllUSt be solved simultaneously, on which
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the scanty experience thus far available applies mostly to

rather simple flow patterns.

The methods of practical interest, including the one to

be presented subsequently, are greatly simplified over the

foregoing general formulation. Thus assuming the effluent to

be discharged with the same velocity and density as in the

ambient current, the process is described solely by the

equation of turbulent diffusion, whereas the quantities (ve

locity components and diffusion coefficients) required for

the solution are entered as results obtained by some other

method (f1eld-, or laboratory measurement, empirical formulae).

A solution of the equation can hereafter be attempted by a

numerical method with known iDitial- and boundary conditions.

Of the numerical methods the one of finite differences

is perhaps most widely used to such problems. Diff1culties

are commonly encountered when the phenomenon is influenced

simultaneously by several processes of different time scales

and characters (e.g. diffusion and convection in the various

directions). In such cases efforts must be made besides en

suring stability and convergence, further acceptable computer

time, also at minimizing the phase- and amplitude error

(Verboom and Vreugdenhil (21»). This can be achieved by multi

-step, special schemes, which have been analysed in detail

and examined for their potential applications by several in

vestigators including Verboom (10) and Holly (6).
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In the majority of problems steady flow and pollutant

discharge can be assumed. Additional simplifications are

made possible by the channel geometry (B.:» H), as a resu! t

of which uniformity over depth occurs usually within a

. short distance, the process being thus reduced to one 01

transverse mixing.

Under the foregoing assumption we are justi1ied in de

scribing the phenomenon by the ~(o-d1mensional, steady-state

equation 01 turbulent dispersion, as attempted also by

Holley (4), Yotsukara and Sayre (23) and others. As demon

strated by the analytical investigations of Sayre and Chang

(13) the effect 01 longitudinal dispersion is negligible in

this case. By various considerations the equation i tse11

can be reduced to a simplified form more readily adapted to

the stream characteristics and the data available, and

easier to solve numerically than those mentioned before.

These have prompted Fischer to introduce the stream tube

concept (3), (12), (22), Yotsukara and Cobb (21) the cumula

tive discharge, Chang (2:;), Yotsukara and Sayre (23), further

Somlyody (14) the orthogonal, curvilinear system of COOrdi

nates following the bend conditions. Further progress bas

been achieved by Somlyody (16) upon introducing the stream-
=: ~

lines of the mass density vector field ~ =.c~, the concept

and equations o~ the mass streamline. A more detailed descrip

tion of this approach will be given subsequently.

The coefficient of transverse miXing involved in the
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governing equation is in general inaccessible to theoretical

determination, since it retlects the effects ot both turbu

lence and non-anifol'Dities over depth, and is fOlmd in the

majority of cases by tracer measurements. Systematical ex

periments bave provided the means for studying the disper

sion coefficient in correlation with the principal hydraulic

and geometric variables. In th·is respect the works of Bansal

(1), Paal et ale (11), Krisbnappen and Lau (7), Lau and

Krishnappen (8), further of Muszkalay (10) are to be men

tioned.

The estimation of the dispersion coefficient trom a

known concentration field may be termed an·inverse problem,

the solution of which becomes necessary atter the completion

ot tracer measurements. Here again the development of a

method of sufficiently general validity is considered desir

able. The perhaps mos t frequently adopted approach is the

change of moment method generalized by Holley (4), (5), (7) •

.2!!J ec tive

The aims of the present paper are i) to derive the equa

tions of the mass streamline in a more general way than be

tore, and to present in details the main characteristics

thereof, ii) to develop numerical methods for solving the

two problems mentioned before, iii) to apply these methods

on artificial and natural stre8JD5 of different size and char

acter, tinally iV) to investigate the limitations ot the two

-dimensional approach.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The equation of turbulent diffusion

Under the assumptions mentioned in the foregoing the

continui ty equation
~

div (h ~) =0 (1)
,... ~

related to the mass density vector ~ = C"""'V can be written in

a curvilinear, orthogonal system of coordinates (x, y) fol

lOWing more-or-less closely the curvatures of the stream

(Fig.l) into the form

This is the. familiar, two-dimensional equation of turbulent

dispersion (o.f. Yotsukara and Sayre (2j». Here c is con

centration, Vx and vy are the local velocity components, Dy

is the local dispersion coefficient, h the local flow depth,

while mx and my are the metric coefficients. The overbar

above a symbol indicates averaging over time, while the wave

line a depth integrated value. The overbar will be omitted

subsequently, unless it is considered essential.

'Ihe (Stb) system consisting of the streamlines and the
...,

trajectories perpendicular thereto, of the vector field ~

is defined hereafter (Fig.l). The streamlines are described

by two equations (vx ~ 0, ~ q/ d y ~ 0):
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dy r>J

lI::t ~=- ·x-a- tan X
dx

'oJ q
Jly v% lIy

and

dy ') qJ "d% I 'J
y

~
-J-a _ = - _yh v% dy'

dx '?J qJ"O Y .yhVx d%
'L

indicating that i) tbe vector ~ 1s at every point the tangent

of the streamline and ii ) the cbange in the cmmlative dis
y~

charge q = \. h i dy' along the streamline (averaged overy x
,~

time and depth) 1s zero. In this ByS tell of coordinates the

transverse convective term is logically eliminated and Eq. (2)

assUDles the fona

')
- (IL h
'd s b

_. 'd lis de
..J -.Jc ) ~ ( )v =- -hDb -

s ~b ~ Jb
•

An additio~ advantage is that the boundary condition (zero

mass 'transfer) along the bankline is simpler to formulate.

The DlasS streamline and the equations thereof

Considering the formal similar! ty between the continuity

equation of flow

div (h !.) = 0

and Eq. (1) it appears logical to trace the streamlines of the
N

vector field:! (these will be tel'Cled mass streamlines) and
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the expressions thereot corresponding to Eqs. (3) and (It).

Adopting a similar approach (Fig.2) the tirst equation ot
tV

the mass streamline becomes (J% I: 0):

'"dy ·x :z ~ .- • :::I - . taDO(I'V

dx .1' J x Illy

f'OJ "J "'" 1 'd'C
J • v c -- Dy •Y 7 .,. .-.

<:IY

In terms ot the latter the taDgent ot the angle is given as

-.I de .-,"'"v Dy D ""c
taD::X. :::I

.:i._ -. tan·X - y - . (8 )
,.j ,oJ N dy q ]I Y ~

)7v% -7 v% 0 C
7 %

The second equation, just as the condition dq :::I 0 is an ex

press iOD ot the tao t that the mass transport perpendicular

to the streamline (averaged again over time and depth) is

zero:

dJi • 0

where

(10)

in terms ot which

., "I,..J

II :::I ~ .y h v% C dy'

1'"
the second equatiOD becomes (;) i/;;y I: 0):

1 ddy '";) ,px
- = - =----.,J-,..;-
dx d m(dy .1' h Vx c d %

•.., "oJ ,

h Vx c dy • (11)

In this way we have succeeded in describing the mass stream-
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line by two equations, which are suited to determining the

concentration field and the mass streamlines simultaneous-

ly. The solution of the problem is thus equiValent to the

solution of Eq.(2).

The difference between the two sets of streamlines is

readily appreciated froll Eq. (8) and Pig. 2. The angle ,)( is

composed of two parts, the first of Which, 0< is the angle
q

.,J

included by the vector v and the coordinate line, and is-
characteristic of the flow. The second, ()(. is the spread

ing angle, which varies from point to point (it CaD be de

monstrated to be always less than 90 deg.) and is determined

by the mixing process taking place in the flaw.

In the(s,b)system of coordinates tan ~q a 0 and the

expressions assume the following simplified forms

Db de ~ ~
(In ~)tan ·X =- --- = -III "'" ..... ?b "" ~blib v c

~
vs s

b
•

~
-.I "'"JD = ~h Vs c db' •

0

(12 )

Evidently, Eqs, (7) and (11) are modified accordingly and

similar simplifications become possible also by introducing

the cumulative discharge.

Boundary conditions

There 1s no mass transfer across the banks
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(B) = 0 (14)

whence on the basis ot Eq.(12)

On the upstream side ot the section

is given, to which the condition

corresponds.

Properties ot the mass streamline and the mixing

process

(15 )

(16)

(17 )

The tangent ot the spreading angle 0( according to. m
Eq.(12) is proportionate to the product DbdC/'db (with an

opposite sign). The wider the angle O(m' the more intensive

is mixing. The contours ot a plume starting trom a pollut

ing discharge (Fig.i) are bounded by streamlines. In the im

mediate vicinity ot the discharge point (the source) the

mass streamlines are parabolic in torm described by k sl/2,

since here the change in concentration can be appro~mated

by a simple Gaussian distribution.

The extreme streamlines approach gradually the banks
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and even adhere to these, as expressed by Eqs. (14) and (IS).

Hereafter the banks become not only streamlines, .but also

mass streamlines. Since the lIass flux between two adjacent

mass streamlines, thus in a mass flux tube remains always

constant, the longi tud1nal change in concentration is due to

a change in the flow rate within the JIBS. flux tUbe (see

later). Approaching uniform cOI1ditiOl1s'?C/db ~O, so that

~ --- 0 and the mass streamlines tend to the streamlines

(Fig.,).

COMPUTATION OF THE CONCENTRATION FIELD AND THE

MASS STREAMLINES

Solution scheme

Consider the curved edge of the river section examined

assUlling the (s,b) system of coordinates, as well as all

quantities involved in the solution to be available as func

tions of s and b. Using the method of f1n.1te differences the

transverse trajectory s :z 0 (J = 0) has only been subdivided

into equidistant discrete elements along the definition do

main of the func tion c(0, b ). The mass streamlines which

emerge from the points indexed i resulting in this way have

been determined as described before. The concentration values

have been obtained at the mid-points k of the mass flux tUbes

formed by the adjacent mass streamlines.The longitudinal in-
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crement ~ Sj is not necessarily a constant one, it l118.y be

fixed in advance, or varied by steps on the basis ot the

stability condition (see Eq.(20».

In general, the approximations to the mass streamlines

are computed first between the trajectories J and (j+l)

vithin the section ~Sj (Fig.4). For this purpose the value

ot (tan 0( JI )i,J is found by approximating In c vi th a New-ton

-Gregory polynoDl of second order. If no more than the values

of the j-th level are included here, the arch-length ~b(s·)

(Fig.It) rill become within bS
J

a linear function of

s· : ~b(s·) =s·(tanO( .)i,J aDd tbe scheme obtained is an

explicit ODe. U~in& iDstead of (tanlX.)i,j the value

[ (tan.)(' II) i,j + (tan \X.) i,j +1 J/2 includiDg the level (j +1),

the term 6. b(S·) will be of the second order and the Jlethod

becomes aD implicit one (this involves SUbstantially no more

than the application ot the Crank-Nicholson formula).

Once the j and (j+l) approx1Dlations to the 1II&8S tlux
....

tubes have been determined, the. term ck,J+l is tound trom a

simple mass balance expression (Fig.4 and see also Eqs.(9),

(11) and (13»:

..J
whence ck , J+1 is expressed tor instance in the tom

(18 )

• (19 )
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The foregoing line of reason1Dg leads, owing to Eq. (12),

to a non-linear difference scheme. In the implicit method

this is approximately one of second order in both directions,

whereas of the first order longitudinally in the explicit

method. As a consequence of non-linear!ty the former can be

applied by successive approximation only.

Boundary conditions

The boundary condition c(O,b) is assumed to be avail

able trom a Dear-field solution, or from measurement. Where

this is Dot the case aDd a point source is considered, the

condition c( 0, b) CaD be obtained from an analytical solu

~ion of Eq. (S) for the 1.mIIediate surrolUld1Dgs of the source

(1D which range the coefficients may be considered virtually

constant).

Up to the point where the plmae reaches the bank, the

extreme mass treamlines are found by tDclud1Dg the first,

or last three points. After the water edge is reached, the

boundary coDdi·tions (lit), (15) are satisfied with the help

of reflected points.

Stability

Non-lineari ty of the method derived makes the CODven

tional stability tests inapplicable. For this reason the

equations of the explicit procedure have been linearized
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tirst then the norms ot the errors in concentration and space

coordinates estimated (with allowance to the interrelations

between the two kinds at error) tor ditterent conditions

c( 0, b) by determining the signiticant matrix norms. The

investigations performed and the experiences gained in com

putation have shown tor the lIethod weak stability it the con

dition

(20 )

is satistied (in steady problems stability ot this kind is

alone possible).

Computer programme

Two alternative programmes bave been written in FORTRAN

IV language. All relevant quantities and coetticients are

needed to use the tirst. The secon.d has been compiled tor

practical applications using the data normally observed in

the hydrographic network and the ~ormation usually avail

able. '!has tor instance the determination ot points ot the

vater edge, mean velocities and depth distributions is based

on the computation ot surface protiles tor particular stream-
illtlow rates, Db is tound trom the expression ~ = d Hu ,

while the influence ot bends is estimated trom Fischer's (3)

correlation. For determining the distributions Vs(b) obser

vation reSUlts, or the use at empirical tormulae are needed.
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This kind o~ programme enables us to examine approximately

longer river sections (at different streamflow rates) even

in cases, where no special observations can be performed.

Comparison o~ analytical and numerical solutions

For the partial veri~1cation o~ the method developed

comparative tes ts have been performed by varying the main

characteristics (~, ;s' t1 s, ~b) for less complicated

cases, where an analytical solution is possible (constant

coe~ficients, di~~erent ~(O,b) conditions: point source at

d1f~erent distances ~ro. the water edge, parabola of the

third degree, etc.). '!be ~su1ts agreed very well (see Som

lyody (16». The lIIplici t .ethod was found to be slightly

more accurate, but because of the longer computer time, the

use o~ the explicit aethod is suggested instead for practi

cal purposes, and the latter has been adopted in each of the

~ollawing examples.

Main features of the numerical method

The COIIIDIOD feature o~ the familiar difference methods

is that the number of points at which the concentration is

other thaD zero tends to increase together with the value

of j. Thus in the vicinity of a point source, where? '6/:;; b

is high, a few points are only considered, the number of

significant points increasing as the distribution becomes
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more unitorm. Moreover, the edge of the plume depends great

lyon the type of discretization adopted.

In the present method, as in the flow tube approach,

the grid is. in general non-uni1'orm and the concentrations

are obtained at the centres of the mass :flux tUbe, rather

than of the stream tube. The nlDllber of points included in

the calculation is equal along each s = const. line. The

results yields approximations of the mass streamline co~

forming to the physical particulars.

The detailed investigations related.to the method pre

sented here have been described earlier (16).

SOWTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM: CALCUL\TION OF ~

The aim here is to find the unknown Db(s,b) coefticient

by applying the equations presented be~ore to the case where

the concentration field is also known (mostly tram tracer

measurements) along with the other quantities.

As the first step the distributions iI(b) are determined

in the cross-sections ot observation. Hereafter tan'x .(b)

is found either trom Eq.(9), or trom Eq.(ll), using the ad

jacent upstream and downstream cross-sections (see 15». Two

alternative paths can then be tollowed tor determining Db.

1.) Db(s,b) = Db(S)

The first two terms ot the series of Eqs.(12) are adopted
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as the starting basis. Both are multiplied by h(b-bl ) and

~ter rearrangement o~ terms the expression is integrated

(21)

between the two edges b, and br ot the plume. From the re

sulting expression 1\(s) is obtained in the torm

. b .
1 1 (r f'J N

~(s) • - - - j .sh vsc tan,Xm(b-bl )db.
f(s) h b

t

Here bl re~ers to an arbitrary coordinate line,
•• •M D m(br ) D m(B), while t(s) is given as

(22)

(23 )
ds

1

2f(S)
~ D-

curvilinear system ot coordinates (16):
2

d~b

According to Eq. (21), Db is proportionate to the tirst mo-
N.y

ment o~ the distribution IIsh v.c tanu(m' and the latter be-

ing detemined by the same t(s) tunction that is involved

also in the method o~ moments, it the latter is generalized

to the (s, b)

This reflects at the same time the correlation between
2

the longitudinal change of the second moment ~ b ot the dis-
... ..,j

tribution ~h TsC and the tirst moment of the distribution

involved in Eq. (21)" and containing also the tan~ ID term.
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In this case the solution 1s obtained by numerical in

tegration ot Eq.(22) at s =const. Thus tor instance, byap

plying the trapeze rule, the dispersion coetticient pertain

ing t~ the mid-points indexed k ot the sections ot width

~b = (br-bt)/N 1s tound trom the expression

~k,j
~b (24)

where D. b denotes now the actual arch length, while 1 reters

to the points ot the mass streamline.

To check the two solutions outlined in the foregoing,

concentration distributions obtained analytically for as-

sumed Db values have been adopted as measurement results,

using then the methods tor calculating the Db values consi

dered to be unknown in this step. The results obtained by

Eqs. (21) and (24) have then been compared wi th the starting

values. The examination has shown the advisability ot select

ing the.coordinates be' br in a manner that approximately
,.J5 ~ ot (c )j should pertain to these. At very low concentlIax

rations the computation ot taD'X m 1s rather tmcertain. Other-

wise the agreement was a very good one.

Ot the two methods the second is more general, but also

more sensitive to errors ot measurement and evaluation. For
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this reason some smoothing technique is advisable when using

Eq.(24). The tirst method is essentially equivalent with the

generalized change ot moment method - though slightly more

complicated. In the latter the role of errors in the extreme

concentrations may be a pronounced one awing to the presence

of the factor (b-bl )2, on the other hand the determination of

the derivative d 6:/dS is otten inaccurate, especially where

G:(s) is highly non-linear. The relative i~luences of hydrau-

lic effects and errors of measurement and evaluation on the

changes of C;: (s) are in general difficult to determine. Similar

difficulties arise in all methods (see also (2) and (6»), so

that great care must be uercised when solving the inverse

problem.

COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND OBSERVATION RESULTS

To study the process of m1x1Dg and to verify the methods

developed, tracer measurements have been carried out on dif

ferent streams comparing the numerical results with those ob

served. The results obtained by Holley (4) at the Delft Hy

draulics Laboratory on the 1:50 undistorted physical model of

the Ijssel river have also been included in the comparison.

The investigations comprised thus the following cases:

A. Laboratory studies

AI. Open, straight rectangular flume in which the bot

tom roughness and injection point were varied (Q =0.05 m3s-1,

B =1 m, H = 0.13 ~ 0.15 m, S = 1 : 5.10-4, length of measur

ing section L = 12 m).
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A2. Model of a slightly curved section ot the Ijssel

river. The channel is irregular (arrangement without groins).

Injection at the centreline and at the side (Q = 0.0141

m3s-1 , B = 1.3 - 1.5 m, H = 0.08 - 0.09 m, 5 = 6.10-5 ,

L = 20 m).

A3. Open, strongly curved rectangular flume with dif-

( 3 -1 5ferent injection points Q = 0.025 II s, B = O. II, H=O.ll! m,

R/B = 1.71, S = 10-3, L = 10 m).

B. Field observations

Bl. Xis-Raba, mildly curved, almost trapezoidal, lined

irrigation canal,

( 3 -1Q = 8 II S ,B =
-4S = 4.1.10 ,L =

injection point close to the bankline

8 - 11.5 II, H = 0.95 - 1.17 II, R/B =12-15,

250 m).

B2. Danube stretch upstream ot BUdapest, between River

Stations 1707 and 1660 km (investigations in two consecutive

years at different sections, Q = 1000-2000 m3
9-

1 , B = 350

-500 m, H = 3-5 m, 5 = 6 - 8.10-5 ).

B3. Raba river (tributary to the Danube). Meandering

section, irregular channel, injection in the vicinity of the

( 3 -1 /bank Q = 5.3 m s ,B = 18-28 II, B = 0.4-1.3 II, R B = 5,

s = 6.10-4 ).

The tracers used included dye solutions (Rhodamine B,

methylene blue, Na-Fluoresceine) and occasionally a solu-

tioD ot sodium chloride. The tracer was injected as a poin~-,
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or vertical line source at a steady rate, virtually at the

same velocity as that of the ambient tlow.

The concentration was measured at 7 to 10 verticals

in each cross section and at j-5 points in each vertical.

The results were then averaged over depth, the values nor-
•malized iD the knowledge at the tracer tlux M measured in-

dependently, in accordance with the continuity condition.

During the tield experiments discrete samples were taken

tor determining the concentration field and these were then

analysed (the sampling times had been determined by pre

vious tests tor correct averaging). Under laboratory condi

tions a continuous conductivity meter ot original design,

connected to a punched-tape memory unit and a fibre-optic

photometer were also used. Velocities were measured by

means ot a Deltt current meter, which could also be connect

ed to the memory unit and averaged pulses over periods trom

0.1 to 60 seconds.

For evaluating the measurement data and tor comparing

them with the analytical results, the coetficient ~ was

always determined tirst, using Eqs.(20) - (24), then the

concentration field using the numerical method outlined be-
.J

tore. (Thus rather than estimating Db and c simultaneously,

as trequently practiced in the literature, two independent

methods have been adopted.) Some ot the results will be pre

sented subsequently.
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ApI Open. straight. roetangular labc)("lltory flume

The 1lume bottom consisted 01 l~ mm mean size sharp

-edged gravel. The velocity distribution in the 1lume was

rather non-uni10rm (Fig.6), probably due to the shortness

01 the inlet section. Owing also to this circumstance, the.

standard deviation 01 longitudinal velocity (mean value in

the cross-eection) incroased in the direction 01 1low (see

also Fig.5). The measurements bave shown the transverse

velocity components to be negligibly small.

Three ot the concentration distributions pertaining to

each 01 the central- and side, vertical line injections

are illustrated in Fig.6. -(In all examples shown the tracer

used was a dye solut1on.) The curves are 01 a Gaussian char

acter, although the dispersion coe1fIcient Db was not con

stant longitudinally, but displayed an increasing trend

i i ~ Iv' 2 (Fi 5) F iparallel to the var at on o~ \J s g.. or inject on

along the bank the ~ vo.lues were consistently higher

(d =Db!Hui[ was 0.08 and 0.12). Db was calculated 1rom Eqs.

(21) and (2:5) alike, showing in Fig.) also the uncertainty

~2resu! ting 1rom the 10rmation 01 the derivative d'~ bIds.

The concentration field was calculated by adopting N = 7

mass 1lux tUbes, with the condition c(O,b) derived con

sistently 1rom the analytical solution applying to the clo5~

vicinity 01 the source. The agreement with the observed

values was always a very good one (Flg.6).
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A.2 The Ijssel model

The arrangement of the model, the cross-sections ot

measurement, typical velocity- and depth distributions,

further the plume contours pertaining to two different in

jection modes are shown in Fig.7. The results observed,

and calculated by the method described, as well as those

obtained by Verboom (19) for injection at the centerline

have been compared in a previous paper (18).

The concentration distributions observed tor injection

at the bank are shown in Fig.a. (These have been normalized

for a tracer flux M= 0.005 c.U.m3s-l , 1 concentration unit

(C.U.) = 4.6.l0-S kg m-3, see (4». The evaluation has been

based on the investigations of Holley, who has determined

the dispersion coefficient among others under the assump

tions Db(s,b) = const. and Db(s,b} = k h ~s' calculating

therefrom the concentration field. The agreecent between the

calculated and observed values in the 10-15 cm wide range

along the bank was unsatisfactory in each case, as illustrated

also by the results shown tor cross-section No.2 in the fig-

ure. Holley has attributed this tact first of all to the

transverse variations of 1\' the character of which is not
....J

described correctly by the expression k h Vs (see Fig. a).

Moreover, the results seem to imply non-conservative proper

ties of the numerical method applied (Fig.S).

In the present investigations ~(s,b) has been deter-
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mined from Eq.(24), imposing no restriction whatsoever con

cerning the shape of Db(s,b). The result for cross-section

No.2 has also been entered as an e:cample in Fig.S. The func

tions ~(b) obtained have hereafter resulted in very good

agreement between the observed and calculated concentrations

(Fig.S, N = 7, ~s = 1 m).

B.l The Kls-Raba river

The experimental stretch, the point of injection and

the mass streamlines calculated (N = 5, b.s = 12.5-;0 m) are

shown in Fig.9. The typical velocity- and depth distribu

tions in the first few cross-sections are shown in Fig. 10.

The tracer was inj ected as a point source and became uniton::z

over depth within 50 mo The concentration distributions ob

tained by measurement are shown in Fig.ll. For the coeffi

cient Db the value 0 0 011 m2s-l (d ~ 0 0 16) has been obtained

from Eqs. (21) and (23) alike, again with good agreement

be~~een the observed and calculated concentrations. The role

of the velocity field should, however, be emphasized here.

For instance, unless the distribution Vs(b) in cross-section

No.1 is known (Fig.lO), it must be interpolated between the

adjacent upstream and downstream cross-sections. As a con

sequence thereot, the approximations to the streamlines will

be inaccurate and the concentrations calculated will differ

strongly from the observed values.
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B.2 The Danube

The experiment has been carried out upstream ot Budapest,

in the Vac Branch o~ the Danube, over a practically straight

river stretch, in the vicinity ot the right-hand bank. (For

details see (15) - (17).) In the raage o~ the plume, the cal

culated shape o~ which is shown in Pig. 12, the water depth

ranged. trom 2-3 m, the tlow velocity trom 0.65 to 0.80 ms-l ,

while the standard deviations o~ velocity ~rom 0.04 to 0.09

-1lIS • '!he tracer was injected as a point source at mid-depth,

and became uni~orm over depth practically within 100 m dis-

taDce. Concentrations were measured in s1% cross-sections

situated within a distance ot 800 m (Fig.12). The dispersion

coefficient found trom Eq.(2l) increased up to 600 m, Where

~ter it diminished again (Fig.12, ~(s), with d ~ 0.25 cor

responding to the mean value ot 0.03S .2s-l.

The longi tudinal variations of highest concentration

are shown in Fig. 1'. When using ~(s) the~reement between

the observed and theoretical values (N = 8~ t:t. s = 20 m), as

well as that of the transverse dis tributions (see (17» is

a very good one. The agreement is less satisfactory when us

ing the mean value of I\ in the calculation (Fig.l,>, and

to illustrate the sensitiv1ty o~ the solution the results

pertaining to Db coefficients increased and reduced by 50

per cent have also been entered.

Evidently, the accuracy of the coordinates calculated
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is also of considerable importance, as illustrated in Fig.12

by the points of peak concentration observed. These depart

in the last two cross-sections from the calculated location,
...

in that cmax is observable along the central mass streamline

practically over the entire length. The difference is due

to the sudden change in the river bed aroWld 500 m from the

source round 100 m from the bank-line, the influence of which

is not reflected truly by the streamlines calculated froD

the velocity distributions. (The error in direction is

slightly less than 7 degrees.)

The application of the mixing model presented, in com

bination with surface protile calculation (see before) over

a round 60 km long stretch of the Danube has been described

elsewhere (17).

LINIT..\TIONS TO THE i'liQ-DINEJ.'JSIONAL APPROACH.

THE DISPERSION COEFFICI~~

Consider first the series of equations defining the dis

persion coefficient introduced after integration over depth:

h -..J

1

~
1 00 ,--.--. -J' -J' Ji

(c'v' + c Vb) dz = Dbt -+ c Vb =
h b

~
--;;b

0

~ ....J .-, ~
1 ~) C 1 dC

= - (Dbt + ~~) -- -D - , (25 )
?b ~ b

~,

~
db

in lthich the asterik denotes the measured departures from the
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depth-integrated value. The first terms reflect the effect

ot turbulence, the second terms that at non-uniformi ties

(mainly secondary currents) in the vertical. Both, and thus

their SUDI, have been described by a Fick type law

Two ditterent limiting tactors will be considered SUb

sequently, Which result 1) trom the ditficulties associated

wi th the determination ot the coefticients involved in the

governing equation and ii) trom the three-dimensional char-

acter ot the phenomenoD.o

1) Let us 8%aDline a case where the introduction at a

gradient-type transport is justified (l\t> 0, ~l\ it 0).

This is usually the case in alluvial channels if RIB > 5,

and in the absence of sudden contractions or expansions.

Under such conditions the correctness ot the solution de

pends on the accuracy ot Vs(s,b) and Db(s,b). The 1Dtluence

ot the tormer was illustrated by examples B.I and B.2,

whereas that ot the latter by A.2 aDd B.2. Also, A.2 de

moDS trated the sensi tivity at the solution to variations
...J

ot ~ in the vicini ty ot the bank, where vs and h are als 0

sabjected to pronounced variations. For this reason v (s,b)s
and ~(s,b) CaD only be estimated in practice. Field _easure-

ments are usually prohibitively expensive. The calculation

of velocities tor channel bands from calcalated surface pr~

tiles (see for instance Holly (6) is otten unsatisfactory,
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while mean values for Db can at the most be assumed instead

of Db(s,b). As a consequence, no more than limited accuracy

could be expected from the solution, so that interest has

been concentrated on an overall description of mixing, on

the determination of the principal characteristics (plume

width, the average concentration related thereto, the mi:c

ing length, sensitivity, etc.).

ii) The second limitation results from the assumption

under Eq. (25), and from the introduction of the concept of

dispersion. The mathematical problem is SUbstantially si~

plified thereby, but it is usually impossible to veri~y their

validity. The transport e-v-: ref~ect1ng to three-dimensional

effects may be of a kind differring froll asslDled one, ampli

fying in sOlIe parts 0'1 the flow (1\ > Dbt ) and diminishing

in other parts (Db <. ~t) the effect of turbulence. In ex

treme cases Db may even become negative (see (2) and (12)~

Under such conditions, further where ~ fluctuates strongly

in the plane, the two-dimensional approach is obviously in

applicable. Similar experiences have been made during the in

vestigations A.3 and B.3. One of the results obtained in the

experiments in the strongly curved laboratory flume is shown

in Fig.14. Contrary to expectations, the peak velocities oc

curred along the inner, rather than the outer side of the

curve. The secondary currents developing could clearly be

traced by component measurement and resulted, logically, in
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considerable transverse slopes. From the concentration dis-

tribations observed it will be appreciated in agreement

wi th the resul ts o~ Chang (2) that the edge of the plume

separates from the wall, the line of peak concentrations

approaching the centerline o~ the ~lume. Assuming the valid

ity ot a Fic~-type law, it is impossible to describe this

behaviour in two dimensions. The dispe"ion c.oefficient

varies depending on the &mRlifying or diminishing effect of

secondary flow, the average over the full stretch being

d ~ 0.35 according to Eq.(23) • Over the section 0-1 its

value is small ( UDb <. 0), bcreas ing thereafter subs tantial

ly (section 1-3, ADb »~t' d ~ 0.85), turning negative be

tween 3 and % (~<. 0, \~~\ ~ ~t)' assuming eventually

again a positive value (d ~ 0.60). Neither can the transverse

changes be neglected. For instance, in cross-section 2,wbere

a positive average was obtained by the method o~ moments,

Eq. (25) yt-elds d ; -0.08 at 5 cm distance from the right-hand

flume wall with the velocities, concentrations and pUlsa

tions measured.

In connection with the dispersion coefficients derived

trom the various tracer measurements, additional conclusions

can be arrived at. Introducing also the results of the ex

periment B.:; (d ; 1.6), the dimensionless dispersion coef

ficient related to width, Db/u& B, tends to decrease hyper

bolically with increasing BIH ratios, in agreement with the

results of Lau and Krishnappen (S) obtained in straight,
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rectangular flumes. This implies that the magnitude or Db is

strongly affected through ~Db by the secondary currents.

Moreover, from investigations on a small stream Muszkalay

(10) has demonstrated that in the moditied relationship ob

tained by introducing Nikuradse's roughness into the ex-
·apression Db =d Hu , the fluctuation of the resulting dimen-

sionless dispersion coefticient is substantially reduced.

This implies the role of friction. Using the available and

future data it is, theretore, considered logical to attempt

a description ot Db by combining the parameters ~t/HUX and

ADb/BU·, which can be correlated separately with different

hydraulic and geometric quantities.

The elimination of both kinds ot limitations mentioned

in this section can be expected from adopting the generalized

approach referred to in the introduction. Adherence to the

two-dimensional treatment is bound to tail in providing a

solution for ~Db' as well as in resolving the second limi

tation even it the equations of motion and continuity, furth

er the turbulence model are introduced. This can be expected

from the three-dimensional approach alone.
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Smll-fARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The phenomenon of transverse mixing has been studied,

by assuming steady conditions. The concept of the mass

streamline has been introduced as the streamline of the

mass densi~ vector field. There is no transpor~ perpendic

ular to this streamline. The mass streamline has been defined

b~ two equations written preferably in a curvilinear system

of coordinates consisting of the streamline and the trajec

tories perpendicular thereto. The mass streamlines and the

concentrat.ion field have been determined simultaneously by

the method of finite differences. The former present a visual

picture of the mixing process. The expressions derived are

suited also to calculating the transverse dispersion coef

ficient, if the concentration field is known. Two methods

have been presented, the first resembling in character to

the generalized method of moments, the second enabling also

the determination of transverse variations of Db.
With the aim of verifying the methods developed for de

termining the concentration field and the dispersion coef

ficient, the analytical and numerical solutions, as well as

the theoretical and observed concentrations have been com-

pared for different cases. Tracer measurements have been

performed on five streams of different character (Q = 0.25

-2000 m3s-l )and data published in the literature have also

been included. The limitations of the ~~o-dimensional ap-
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proach have been analysed finally.

The main conclusions are as follows:

i) The investigations performed have demonstrated the

methods derived on the basis of the mass streamline equa

tion to be suited to calculating the concentration field

and the transverse dispersion coefficient.

ii) In the absence of sudden changes in channel geo

metry, and of strong curvatures, there was satisfactory

agreement between the theoretical and osberved values, sup

porting the applicability of the two-dimensional approach.

However, the agreement depended in closeness on the accuracy

with which the velocity field and the dispersion coefficient

could be determined. Aside from the langitudinal-, the trans

verse variations of Db had to be taken into account occasio

nally. These latter are especially important in the vicinity

of banks. For determining the velocity field and the vari

able dispersion coefficient involved in the two-dimensional

approach, no adequately supported method in thus far avail

able. The dispersion model can thus be expected to yield

results of limited accuracy alone, an overall description of

the phenomenon being its primary merit.

iii) In the presence of sharp bends, expansions and

contractions, the effect of turbulence on mixing is ampli

fied or diminished by the secondary currents developing. The

dispersion coefficient fluctuates accordingly in both direc

tions considerably, assuming potentially even negative values.
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In such cases a generalized, three-dimensional approach invo1v-

ing the equations of motion and continuity, further the tur

bulence model is alone likely to be successful. In this domain

intensive research is considered desirable.

iV) In the experiments on the various streams the ratio

B/H ranged from 3.5 to 100. Values from 0.08 to 1.6 have been

obtained for the dimensionless dispersion coefficient Db/u~.

The coefficient Db/u-a related to width decreased hyperboli

cally with increasing B/H values, implying that Db is in

fluenced considerably by secondary currents. The role of

friction is also an important one. It appears logical, there

fore, to correlate the share ot turbulence with the product·

HuK
, that ot i~gularity over depth with the product BuK

Which, in turn, can be correlated individually with ditferent

geometric and hydraulic quantities. The dispersion coefficient

is likely to result hereafter by some combination ot the two

terms.
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APPEm)U II. - NOTATION

B width

c concentration

Dy' Db dispersion coefficients along y and b

d dimensionless dispersion coefficient

e , e e e unit vectors-x -y' -s' -b
h local flow depth

H hydraulic radius

J mass flux density vector-
J x ' J y' J s ' J

b
components of the mass flux density

vector

i, j, k, N

mx ' my'
•m
•
M

q

Q

R

S

(s , b)

integers

metric coefficients

mass flux distribution

mass flux

cumulative discharge

streamflow

radius of curvature

surface slope

orthogonal, curvilinear set of coordinates consist

ing of streamlines and trajectories perpendicular

thereto
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U
X shear velocity

v velocity vector

vx ' vy ' vs ' vb velocity components

(x,y) orthogonal, curvilinear set of coordinates

characteristic angles of the velocity- and

mass flux density vectors

() : second moment

a depth integrated value of quantity (a)

aK deviation of quantity (a) from a

!. (a) vector
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Fig .1. Orthogonal curvilienar coordinate systems
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